Iran towards universal health coverage: The role of human resources for health
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Abstract
Given the key role of adequate, skilled, well-trained, and motivated human resources for health (HRH) in achieving universal health coverage (UHC), this manuscript aimed to investigate the current situation of Iran HRH after the implementation of the recent Health Transformation Plan (HTP) in accordance with UHC analytical framework using 4 domains of availability, accessibility, acceptability, and quality. Conflicts of interest and multiple interventions from different sectors have controversial and sometimes negative effects on the health workforce. Thus, to achieve the objectives of UHC from the perspective of human resources, Iran needs unified governance and comprehensive planning. Also, the effects of health system interventions on health workforce should be assessed before implementation.
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Introduction
In 2012, the United Nations General Assembly bolstered the political support of the universal health coverage (UHC) and emphasized that achieving UHC involves distributing resources, particularly human resources for health (HRH), to match the health needs of populations (1-6). Given the key role of adequate, skilled, well-trained, and motivated HRH in achieving UHC (7-10), this manuscript aimed to investigate the current situation of Iran HRH. To this end, first, all national policies affecting HRH in Iran were reviewed. Then, the status of HRH after the implementation of the recent Health Transformation Plan (HTP) (11) was analyzed in accordance with UHC perspective. Adopted analytical framework, which was designed based on “UHC cube” (12), was applied for the HRH to characterize the dimensions of effective coverage: availability, accessibility, acceptability, and quality (AAAQ) (Fig. 1) (13). The framework shifts the focus from AAAQ dimensions of the health workforce into the quality of care, which shows the “effective coverage gap”.

Reforms and polices affecting HRH in Iran
In 2015, there were 667,111 HRH in Iran who were affected by multiple organizations in policy and service delivery domains (14). After the Islamic Revolution, several health system reforms were undertaken to achieve...
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UHC goals, some of which directly influenced the health workforce.

One of the most important reforms affecting HRH was the integration of medical education in the Ministry of Health and establishment of a new ministry called Ministry of Health and Medical Education (MOHME), with the aim of overcoming the shortage of health professionals. At that time, there was only 1 physician for every 18,000 people in some parts of Iran. The integration of medical education led to an increase in the number of medical education centers, medical and paramedical sciences fields, and faculty members, which all led to a significant increase in HRH (15). Medical Mandatory Service Plan was another policy conducted in 1988, according to which each medical and paramedical student who graduate in or out of Iran had to dedicate 24 months to compulsory services in the areas required by MOHME. HRH in the public sector of Iran followed the governmental employment laws of the country until 1988. After the implementation of the new system of hospital administration, the issue of paying fee-for-service to staff, especially to physicians, was highlighted, leading to a paramount impact on the use of health services and out-of-pocket payment in the following years. Subsequently, performance-based payment was proposed in the Comprehensive Plan for Amending the Economical and Management Structure of Hospitals reform. This plan was only implemented for several years in the selected hospitals which had board of trustees. During these years, the recruitment of government-funded HRH was carried out in line with the needs expressed by MOHME and in accordance with the annual governmental resources limitation. In the private sector, the same as other sectors, the regulations were determined by the employers; however, the minimum wage was only set by the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs. Government's policy towards privatization was introduced in 1999, according to which some of personnel of supporting services and even some of the health workforce were transferred to the private sector. However, due to large shortcomings of this plan, these workforce eventually returned to governmental sector in 2003.

Policies, such as Family Physician Program (the law of improving the productivity of clinical staff and reducing working time of clinical staff), Health Messengers (compulsory military service for graduates of the medical group), etc., were among minor interventions affecting the health workforce. It seems that the most important corrective action by MOHME about its affiliated workforce was the approval of administrative and employment regulation for the faculty and non-faculty staff of medical universities. This measure led to the independence of medical universities in the administrative field and improved the payment of workforce in this sector, especially in health staff. Despite these interventions, dissatisfaction of HRH, especially physicians, unrealistic tariffs, inequality in the payments of various occupational groups, particularly physicians, different employment relationships, imbalance between supply and demand of HRH, lack of workforce, and disproportionate distribution (16,17) led to inclusion of interventions related to HRH in HTP (2013), which has been implemented since 2014. These interventions are presented in Table 1.

Availability of HRH after implementation of HTP

In Iran, there was 1 HRH for every 118 people in 2015, 79% of whom were employed in the public sector. There are 1.14 physicians, 0.33 dental practitioners, and 1.87 nurses and midwives per 1000 population (14). The implementation of HTP could increase the number of public workforce; the number of general practitioners working in health centers increased from 1498 to 13,052 in 2016 (18); in addition, the graduation rate reached 3.7%. On the other hand, before the implementation of HTP, the workforce sector (recruitment and maintenance) worked separately from the medical education sector (training), which led to imbalance between the supply and demand of HRH. Following the development of the curative affairs road map (2017) and estimation of the required health workforce, the country's medical education transformation plan has been implemented since 2018; henceforth, the health workforce production is

Fig. 1. Dimensions of universal health coverage (UHC) pertaining to human resources for health (HRH): Effective coverage
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based on demand while prioritizing domestic workforces (19). The establishment of a specialized HRH company led to employment of qualified health workforces in hospitals and government centers over the past 3 years, while its financial source has been provided by special income of medical universities.

**Challenges and solutions**

The recruitment of HRH in the public sector has increased during the implementation of HTP, but its maintenance requires sustained financial resources.

The HTP has not revised medical disciplines and their educational contents; however, in some disciplines, curriculum needs a general overview based on the needs of the community. Thus, new disciplines should be introduced while others should be eliminated. The labor market and induced demand in some services should be considered in developing new disciplines and specializing medical disciplines.

Modification of tariffs and the definition of the relative value of health services are also part of the measures taken to maintain the available specialized workforces in the country, whose impact should be evaluated. In addition, one of the main problems of Iran’s health system is the total health expenditure, which is quite high (11). Therefore, increasing tariffs might further increase the expenditure and if it does not increase the efficiency of the system, then it can be considered as a very negative factor.

Adopting professional code of practice is another way to facilitate the recruitment of qualified workforces from other countries and omission of workforces in surplus disciplines.

**Accessibility of HRH after implementation of HTP**

The full-time equivalent (FTE) of most of HRH groups is higher than 1; for instance, it is 1.4 for nursing and midwives. The distribution of HRH is not balanced in different provinces and cities of the country; for example, the distribution of physicians per 1000 population is 2.20 in Tehran (the highest) and 0.53 in Sistan and Baluchestan (the lowest) (14). Plans, such as inhabitancy of physicians in deprived areas, specialists’ inhabitancy in MOHME’s hospitals, full-time plans, recruitment of native workforces, the 10-year work commitment for governmental employment, performance-based payments, reduction of compulsory services in deprived and less developed areas, etc., are among interventions developed during HTP to maintain health workforces in the country and in less developed regions. Accordingly, the number of hospitals with resident specialists increased from 91 to 408 hospitals by 2017, and the number of resident specialists increased to 4330. During the inhabitancy of physicians in Deprived Areas Plan, the number of specialized physicians in deprived areas increased from 941 to 5992 (18). Thus, it seems that the implementation of these plans can increase the accessibility to health workforces in different regions.

**Challenges and solutions**

It appears that HTP interventions have been effective in increasing access to health services; however, maintaining these interventions requires sustained financial resources. If sustainable resources are not provided, high health workforce dissatisfaction can decrease access to health, especially in underdeveloped and deprived areas, even less than that before the implementation of HTP. Currently, delay in the payments of workforces has led to high dissatisfaction, which can increase informal payments in the long run while adversely affecting HRH accessibility. The significance of this issue can be touched by the reduction of specialized physicians’ willingness to reside in deprived areas after fulfilling their compulsory services (reduction from 59.5% to 40% in 2016) (18). In addition, one of the goals of these plans was to reduce physicians’ dual practice in the public and private sectors; however, no solid evidence exists in this regard. Nevertheless, conflict of interest prevented prohibition of physicians’ dual practice. One of the challenges against performance-based payment intervention is inequality in the payments of different occupational groups and various sectors, which can lead to high dissatisfaction and transfer of health workforces from primary health care to hospital departments, leading to decrease of accessibility to HRH. Additionally, the real effect of this payment system on informal payments requires further investigation. The effectiveness and efficiency of incorporating some of disciplines to health centers is one of the issues that have not yet been addressed.
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Acceptability of HRH after implementation of HTP

Recruitment of domestic workforces can enhance accessibility and acceptability to HRH because of familiarity with culture, economic and social conditions, and even familiarity with the climate of the region. Fortunately, this has been included in both medical education policies and recruitment interventions. In addition, because of the implementation of the Islam Adaptation Plan in Iran (separation of males and females in hospital wards and also allocation of same gender staff for them) and the culture of people in different parts of the country, gender is an important factor in recruitment of health workforces, which has also been taken into consideration in recruitment interventions.

Challenges and solutions

The important issue, along with aforementioned factors in acceptability-related interventions, is that ethnic and religious status of Iran affects the acceptability of HRH, which has not yet been taken into consideration yet.

Quality of HRH after implementation of HTP

To improve the quality of health workforce, training courses were held for the HRH in the form of continuous medical education and in-service training. Also, special courses were conducted for the health system managers. To improve quality of visits in MOHME’s hospitals program, the time of physician visits was standardized and special attention was paid to clinical examinations. In the payment intervention, including the health and hospital sectors, working experience had an effect on the payment.

The classification of HRH roles was reviewed in 2013, and the career development path was identified for some groups. Absorption indicators of the HRH were reviewed and specialized courses and interviews were included in recruitment programs and, thus, the quantitative indicators for absorption of HRH increased (workforce number per bed or population). However, the results of studies showed that after implementation of HTP, satisfaction of physicians who worked in deprived areas decreased from 82% in autumn of 2014 to 42% in autumn of 2015.

Challenges and solutions

The training of HRH can be used as a tool to increase the quality of services and their better acceptance by the society. We reviewed the few available studies, interviewed with the policymakers, and found that conducting educational courses (in-service training) has been neglected in Iran. Regarding the classification of occupations in HRH, it seems that the review just focused on the public sector and only explained the duties related to each occupation. However, considering the lack of workforce in certain occupations, it is better to study other options, such as changing the scope of practice and task-shifting. Another problem is lack of an accreditation system in HRH for all the related businesses; there is only a unified governance and comprehensive planning. Also, the effects of health system interventions on health workforce should be assessed before implementation.

Conclusion

The lack and, in some cases, inflation of the HRH, weakness in retention and motivation of the workforce, lack of a comprehensive system for HRH management, inadequate and sometimes, contradictory laws, lack of unity in the implementation of laws, and existence of various interpretations from laws, shifting workforces from different sectors, unequal geographical distribution of HRH, as well as existence of evidences regarding the inefficiency of human resources indicate weakness in the management of HRH. The health human resource system in the health sector is a vast system consisting of components that require integrated management. Conflicts of interest and multiple interventions from different sectors have controversial and sometimes negative effects on the health workforce. To achieve the objectives of UHC from the perspective of human resources, Iran needs unified governance and comprehensive planning. Also, the effects of health system interventions on health workforce should be assessed before implementation.
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